Sterile Latex, Powder-Free Surgical Gloves
The classic powderfree surgical gloves that can underpassed properties of natural latex, with high pierce resistant and unmatched superior elasticity.

Ideal Formulation & Design
We have perfected the ideal formulation for natural latex to obtain a very soft and elastic gloves designed for long wear comfort. The strength of the glove ensures safety on prolonged wear.

Micronised Peak Surface
Surface of all Adventa Health surgical gloves is specially treated with micronised peak surface to enhance slip-resistance for extra grip and control during surgical procedures.

Anatomical Design
Each pair of Adventa Health gloves is anatomically designed. The curved fingers follow the natural finger shapes at rest to reduce fatigue and finger dexterity, even during rigorous procedures.

Excellent Donning & Fit
The special ergonomically designed mould produce gloves of high comfort and long wearability. The multi countoured palm and fingers ensure a comfortable and exacting for precision work.

Special features
- Min glove length 290 mm
- Supreme donning
- Size available from 5.5 until 9
- AQL 1.5 final shipment inspection
- Shelf life 5 years
- Beaded cuffed with good grip prevent cuff roll down
- Very low protein level content (very low risk of class 1 allergy)
- Excellent finger sensitivity with consistent grip
- Sterilization by irradiation for guaranteed sterility